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No mini-management for Jordan
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14 february 2009

When Israel attacked Gaza, Jordan said to the media:'We don't need mini-management now'....
I thought:' Hè..., hè.... Finally somebody who is going to stop the war-makers-mentallity of reporters'.
You started this with 'NO-mini-management', but you didn't implement it completely.
Result: nothing has changed.
International Criminal Court
● Nobody tells the truth about what takes place within that court
I try to make national parliaments, EU, UN, NATO & media 'to tell the truth about the fact that I
started an ICC-case against NL on 1 may 2007, which is hidden for the World by ICC – and above
mentioned - itself'...
Result: Nobody wants to work from this legal fact = prefers to make war.
ICC-employees work like dictators who lie, torture & kill whoever they want...., when they
want.... it for the reason thats important to them only.
World's politicians 'observe whats happening, but don't intervene for justice on Earth'.
Appearently, its irrelevant to them that ICC-employees are free to be the most dangerous
dictators ever!
●

War goes on = 'war-crimes & crimes against humanity' stay unpunished . At least in EU....
Because of this, war-crimes in countries like Israel-Gaza-westbank stay unpunished too!
Israel is not educated on 'bringing war-criminals to court for a fair trial & put them in prison'.
Nóóóóó...Israel is taught 'to make war'. And they will continue to do so until the day EUpoliticians have to account for their 'crimes against humanity' in courtroom too.
USA gets the blame for everything'. Yes... 'thank Gods & Goddesses that Bush is gone'...
But in the USA one can start lawcases...against politicians; there have been a few cases against
Bush.... In EU all politicians 'are above the law'.
Guantanomo Bay is now being closed - and in 2010 we will learn more about 'war-crimes &
justice related to that prison' - . This kind of truth is not perfect, but its a fair start to a better
future. At least somebody is searching for truth and is willing to publish it. Change...
ICC is going to stay a 'Hitler-court where starters of a case against their own parliament, victums,
witnesses, NGOs ... still will be damaged & destroyed ...as long as nobody wants to talk about
truth or publish it.
And...we will have expansion of war – due to ICC – very soon!
○ Prosecuters & judges 'have put it in their mind to bring Sudan-Basir to ICC-trail', while EUpoliticians are free to be war-criminals....
○ Basir knows that parliaments, EU, UN, NATO...and ICC lie about whats going on within ICC.
He also knows 'that the media refuses to tell truth about my case against NL'.
What do you think 'Sudan-Basir is going to say in ICC-courtroom'?
It is going to cause more war on Earth!
= All liars will become more agressive and will try to hide their nasty war-makers-mentallity,
with more political blackmail & corruption...resulting in more lawless-lives for simple people .
= More – highly educated – rebels will become 'defenders for truth & food'.
= Countries like China & Russia will become betrayers to Sudan-Basir, because they have
invested in Sudan over the past years.
○

Basir will be angry 'because China & Russia didn't stop war-crimes taking place within ICC
itself – based on my evidence - , while he's being arrested on command of ICC.
Balkenende & Ban Ki Moon are free to grow into their dictator-role, he's to be punished'.
Basir has to pay the price for growing corruption & lawless lives in EU and worldwide...
thanks to EU....
Middle-East & Africa will be 'extra damaged with import & export-regulations'.
●

Interpol in France is a 'terrorist-maker', now they prove to be partial to EU-politicians
= Interpol agrees with ICC 'that EU-politicians are above the law, at the cost of lives of the
people'.

When Jordan doesn't want mini-management anymnore, you have to make Earth live with truth about
ICC.
Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel
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